This paper studies the optimal VIX futures trading problems under a regime-switching model. We consider the VIX as mean reversion dynamics with dependence on the regime that switches among a finite number of states. For the trading strategies, we analyze the timings and sequences of the investor's market participation, which leads to several corresponding coupled system of variational inequalities. The numerical approach is developed to solve these optimal double stopping problems by using projected-successive-over-relaxation (PSOR) method with Crank-Nicolson scheme. We illustrate the optimal boundaries via numerical examples of twostate Markov chain model. In particular, we examine the impacts of transaction costs and regime-switching timings on the VIX futures trading strategies.
Introduction
The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index, commonly known as the VIX, is widely used measure of the market volatility. It was introduced by the CBOE back in 1993, and its calcualtion is based on the implied volatility of S&P 500 index options. Empirically, the VIX is shown to be negatively correlated to the market index. One broadly accepted explanation is that investors buy put options on S&P500 for protection against market turmoil. This increases the option prices and implied volatilities, and thus, the value of the VIX. As a result, the VIX is also called the investor fear gauge (see Whaley (2000) ).
While VIX itself is not traded, investors can gain exposure to the index by trading VIX futures. VIX futures, which are cash settled on the VIX index level, were first traded on the CBOE Futures Exchange in 2004, and since then the market has been growing constantly. Recent market data illustrate the liquidity and popularity of the VIX futures market. During 2015, the average daily volume (ADV) in the VIX futures was over 200,000 contracts, with 51.6 million VIX futures contracts traded in total.
Each VIX futures comes with a fixed term, ranging from 1 to 9 months, but futures holders do not need to keep the position through the expiration date, and can choose when to close out the position. Furthermore, before entering the market, the investor can opt to start a long or short position, followed by closing it at later time before expiration.
In this paper, we investigate the VIX futures trading under Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) model with regime switching. The CIR dynamics is well studied in many empirical studies (see, e.g. Grübichler and Longstaff (1996) , Wang and Daigler (2011) ). Zhang and Zhu (2006) analyze the empirical validity of the CIR model by first estimating its parameters from VIX historical data and provide a futures pricing formula. Later Dotsis et al. (2007) add jumps to a CIR diffusion. However, studies of Mencía and Sentana (2013) and Sircar and Papanicolaou (2014) show that VIX implied volatility data can be better reproduced by incorporating regime switching. display two characteristically different term structures observed in the VIX futures market. These markedly different regimes offer a very interesting testing ground for analyzing the performance of different models for volatility derivatives. It is necessary to allow the key parameters of the VIX to respond to the general market movements. The regime-switching model is one of such formulations, where the model parameters depend on the market regime that switches among a finite number of states. The market regime could reflect the state of the market, the general mood of investors, and other economic factors. Elliott et al. (2008) evaluate the risk measures for derivatives via a partial differential equation (PDE) approach when the underlying asset dynamics are associated with regime switching. The applications on regime switching for derivatives pricing and optimal stopping problems have been well studied in the literature (see, e.g. Guo (2001) , Buffington and Elliott (2002) and Le and Wang (2010) ).
Moreover, we introduce the investor's optimal strategies to participate the trading. In the first strategy, an investor is expected to establish the long position when the price is sufficiently low, and then exits when the price is high. The opposite is expected for the second strategy. In both cases, the presence of transaction costs expands the waiting region, indicating the investor's desire for better prices. In addition, the waiting region expands drastically near expiry since transaction costs discourage entry when futures is very close to maturity. Finally, the main feature of our trading problem approach is to combine these two related problems and analyze the optimal strategy when an investor has the freedom to choose between either a long-short or a short-long position. Among our results, we find that when the investor has the right to choose, she delays market entry to wait for better prices compared to the individual standalone problems.
In an earlier study, Brennan and Schwartz (1990) propose the optimal strategies for stock index futures with position limits, where the Brownian bridge process is applied for the the basis dynamics. Dai et al. (2011) extend the optimal strategies with the additional flexibility by allowing the investor to switch between long position and short position directly. In this paper, we extend the model introduced in by incorporating regime switching into the CIR model for the VIX. We provide a link between the futures pricing problem under the riskneutral measure and the trading problem conducted under the historical measure. In contrast to Brennan and Schwartz (1990) and Dai et al. (2011) , we do not a priori assume the existence of a stochastic basis that may or may not be consistent with the futures prices, but consider the long and short strategies that take advantage of the temporal price difference of futures. Similar trading strategies have been studied by , , Leung et al. (2014) , , Leung and Shirai (2015) and Stepanek (2015) , among others. Moreover, the strategy studied herein can be automated. For a comprehensive study on algorithmic trading, we refer the reader to Cartea et al. (2015) . The ideas can be applied to other derivatives, such as swaps (see Leung and Yamazaki (2013) and Leung and Liu (2012) ).
With regime switching, the optimal trading strategies are determined from a system of m variational inequalities, where m is the number of possible regimes of the market. We apply an implicit-explicit finite difference method with projected-successive-over-relaxation (PSOR) to solve for the optimal trading boundaries under all regimes. While there are a number of studies on optimal stopping problems with regime switching as mentioned above, there are very few that discuss the numerical methods and solutions. In a related study, Khaliq and Liu (2009) develop a penalty method method for pricing the regime-switching American option.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we formulate the optimal stopping and trading strategies with regime switching. In section 3, we develop an implicit scheme based on PSOR method. In Section 4, we present the numerical results for optimal trading problems and provide financial interpretations.
Optimal Timing to Trade Futures with Regime Switching
We fix a probability space (Ω, F, P), where P is the historical measure. Let ξ be a continuous-time irreducible finite-state Markov chain with state space E = {1, 2, . . . , m}. The generator matrix of ξ is denoted by Q, which has constant entries q ij for i, j ∈ E, such that q ij ≥ 0 for i = j and j∈E q ij = 0 for each i ∈ E. This Markov chain represents the changing regime of the financial market, and it influences the dynamics of the index.
Let B be a standard Brownian motion defined on (Ω, F, P) and assume it is independent of ξ. The VIX, denoted by S, is assumed to follow the CIR process regime switching:
where, for each i ∈ E, the coefficients µ(i), θ(i) and σ(i) are known constants, with µ(i), θ(i), σ(i) > 0. Note that µ(i), θ(i) and σ(i) depend on the Markov chain, representing the mean reversion rate, the long-run mean and the volatility of the VIX at regime i.
To price futures, we assume a re-parametrized CIR model for the risk-neutral VIX dynamics. Due to the additional uncertainty described by regime switching, we note that introducing a Markov chain results in an incomplete market. Hence the equivalent martingale measure is not unique. Elliott et al. (2008) employ the regime-switching Esscher transform to determine an equivalent martingale pricing measure. We do not include the argument in our paper and instead assume that the risk-neutral probability space (Ω, F, Q) is given. Thus, under the risk-neutral measure Q, the VIX follows
whereμ(i),θ(i), σ(i) > 0 and B Q is a Q-standard Brownian motion which is also independent of Markov chain. For convenience, we may use the subscript notation for these constants, e.g.
, and σ i ≡ σ(i). In both SDEs, (2.1) and (2.2), we require 2µ i θ i ≥ σ 2 i and 2μ iθi ≥ σ 2 i (Feller condition) so that the CIR process stays strictly positive at all times. The two Brownian motions are related by
such as change of measure preserves the CIR model, up to different parameter values across two measures.
We consider a futures contract written on the S with maturity T < ∞ and futures price at time 0 ≤ t ≤ T when S t = s and regime ξ t = i. The price of a futures contract is given by
where E Q is the expectation operator with respect to the risk-neutral measure Q. We can show that
whereq ij is the transition probability under measure Q. We note that (2.5) involves m interconnected PDEs due to the regime switching introduced in the VIX dynamics. One can efficiently compute the futures prices in all regimes by finite difference methods; see section 3 below.
Optimal Double Stopping Approach
Let us consider the scenario in which an investor has a long position in a futures contract with expiration date T . With a long position in the futures, the investor can hold it till maturity, but can also close the position early by taking an opposite position at the prevailing market price. At maturity, the two opposite positions cancel each other. This motivates us to investigate the best time to close. If the investor selects to close the long position at time τ ≤T , then she will receive the market value of the futures on the expiry date, denoted by f (τ, S τ , ξ τ ), minus the transaction cost c ≥ 0. To maximize the expected discounted value, evaluated under the investor's historical probability measure P with a constant subjective discount rate r ≥ 0, the investor solves the optimal stopping problem
where T t,T is the set of all stopping times, with taking values between t andT , whereT ∈ (0, T ] is the trading deadline, which can equal but not exceed the futures' maturity. Throughout this chapter, we continue to use the notation E{·} to indicate the expectation taken under the historical probability measure P. The value function V(t, s, i) represents the expected liquidation value associated with the long futures position in i−state. Prior to taking the long position in f i , the investor, with zero position, can select the optimal timing to start the trade, or not to enter at all. This leads us to analyze the timing option inherent in the trading problem. Precisely, at time t ≤T , the investor faces the optimal entry timing problem
whereĉ ≥ 0 is the transaction cost, which may differ from c. In other words, the investor seeks to maximize the expected difference between the value function V(ν, S ν , ξ ν ) associated with the long position and the prevailing futures price f (ν, S ν , ξ ν ). The value function J (ν, S ν , ξ ν ) represents the maximum expected value of the trading opportunity embedded in the futures. We refer this "long to open, short to close" strategy as the long-short strategy. Alternatively, an investor may well choose to short a futures contract with the speculation that the futures price will fall. By taking a short futures position, the investor can either close it out later by establishing a long position, or hold it until the expiry which will result in a cash settlement. Given an investor who has a unit short position in the futures contract, the objective is to minimize the expected discounted cost to close out this position at/before maturity. The optimal timing strategy is determined from
If the investor begins with a zero position, then she can decide when to enter the market by solving
We call this "short to open, long to close" strategy as the short-long strategy. When an investor contemplates entering the market, she can either long or short first. Therefore, on top of the timing option, the investor has an additional choice between the long-short and shortlong strategies. Hence, the investor solves the market entry timing problem:
with two alternative rewards upon entry defined by
Accordingly, the corresponding inputs associated with the optimal stopping problem in (2.10) is given by taking the maximum between the above two rewards.
Variational Inequalities & Optimal Trading Strategies
Given the CIR dynamics of the VIX, the value functions defined in (2.6) -(2.10) all satisfy the same governing differential equation in their respective continuation regions and their values equal to the corresponding rewards in their exercise regions. In order to solve for the optimal trading strategies, we need to study the coupled systems of variational inequalities respectively. To this end, we first define the operators: 11) corresponding to CIR model. For convenience, we adopt the subscript notation for these value functions, e.g.
The optimal exit and entry problems J i and V i associated with the long-short strategy are solved from the following pair of variational inequalities:
Similarly, the reverse short-long strategy can be determined by numerically solving the variational inequalities satisfied by U i and K i :
To determine the optimal timing to enter the futures market, we solve the variational inequality
In other words, we have to solve the variational inequality (2.12) -(2.15), and then use the solution as inputs to the variational inequality (2.16).
Numerical Implementation with Regime Switching
The numerical solution of the system of variational inequalities can be obtained by applying a finitedifference scheme in all regimes with the use of the projected-successive-over-relaxation (PSOR) method. 1 The solution of the resulting equations for value functions are solved by the successive over relaxation (SOR) method. In each SOR iterative step in finding the numerical approximation of the value functions, we simply take the maximum value between the approximated function value and compensated futures price. The futures price can be pre-computed by (2.5) conveniently. Similar numerical schemes with regime switching can be found in Leung (2010) . More details of our numerical scheme are described in the following. First, we define the generic differential operator
then the variational inequalities (2.12) -(2.16) admit the same form as the following variational inequality problem:
Here, g i (t, s) represents the value functions
The futures price f i (t, s), withT ≤ T , is given by (2.4). We now consider the discretization of the partial differential equation L i g i (t, s) = 0, over an uniform grid with discretizations in time (δt =T N ), and space (δs = Smax M ). Applying the CrankNicolson method for s-derivatives and backward difference for t-derivatives on the resulting equation leads the finite difference equation:
where q ii = − j =i q ij is used. For convenience, we may use the subscript notation for these constants, e.g. g 
for i, j ∈ E, m = 1, 2, ..., M − 1 and n = 1, 2, ..., N − 1. The system to be solved backward in time is
where the right-hand side is
and
We note that the dimension of M 1 i is independent of m, which is the number of regimes. Thus the scheme (3.6) can be computed in parallel. Since the investor can establish her position at anytime before the expiry, the value functions g i (t, s) must satisfy the constraint (3.11) where the discrete scheme can be written as
Hence, at each time step n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}, we need to solve The projected SOR method is used to solve the linear system. Notice that the constraint is enforced at the same time as the iterate g m,n−1 i,(k+1) is calculated; the effect of the constraint is immediately felt in the calculation of g m+1,n−1 i,(k+1) , g m+2,n−1 i,(k+1) , etc. Thus, at each time step n, the PSOR algorithm is to iterate (on k) the equations
where k is the iteration counter and ω is the overrelaxation parameter. The iterative scheme starts from an initial point g n i,(0) and proceeds until a convergence criterion is met, such as ||g
i,(k ) || < ǫ, where ǫ is a tolerance parameter. The optimal boundary S f (t) can be identified by locating the boundary that separates the regions where 
Optimal Trading Strategies
In this section we provide numerical examples to further interpret the optimal trading strategies. The regime-switching CIR model is capable of generating futures curves of different term structures. Figure 1 displays the futures prices in two different regimes. The CIR model with regime swicthing generates a convex curve in regime 1 (blue), and a concave curve in regime 2 (red). In Figure 2 , we illustrate the cases of optimal boundaries for futures trading under the CIR model in a two-regime market. As Figure 2a shows, optimal boundaries divide the space into three disjoint regions in each regime, which can be specified as the long region (region below "J "), short region (region above "V") and the waiting region (region between "J " and "V"). The subscripts of value functions index to the regimes. Assuming the investor pre-commits to "long-short" strategy, it is optimal to take a long position first if the VIX is in the long region, and then exit the market when the VIX goes up to hit optimal boundary "J ". While if the investor adopts the "short-long" strategy, she will first short a futures and subsequently close out with a long position by the "K" and "U " boundaries in Figure 2b . In either case, our strategies confirm the intuition: "buy low and sell high". Figure 2 also displays the optimal boundaries with different transaction costs. Without transaction costs (see left panel of Figure 2 ), the waiting region shrinks since the investor tends to enter and exit the market eariler, resulting in more rapid trades. In the presence of transaction costs (see right panel of Figure 2 ), the waiting region is widen in order to save on transaction costs. It should also be noted that as the transaction cost increases, the long boundary decreases and the short boundary increases, making the investor trade less frequently. In particular, the fast divergence near expiry indicates that the investor should not enter the market after a critical time. The intuition is that a rational investor will never initiate a position if she does not have enough time to recover at least the transaction costs.
The "P" boundaries in Figure 2 indicates the optimal value of VIX at which the investor should open a position. The boundary labeled as "P = A" (resp. "P = B") indicates the critical value at which the investor enters the market by taking a long (resp. short) futures position. The investor should choose the "short-first" strategy if the VIX lies in the area above the "P = B" boundary, whereas choose the "long-first" strategy if the VIX is lower than the "P = A" boundary. The area between the two boundaries is the region where the investor should wait for an better enter opportunity. This confirms our intuition -take a long position when the VIX is low while take a short position when the VIX is high. Similarly, the waiting region expands significantly near expiry to cover transaction costs. In other words, the investor will not enter the market unless the VIX is either very low or very high.
Once the investor finished choosing entry strategy, she could resort the exit strategy to corresponding optimal boundaries. For example, if the investor starts by longing a futures, then the optimal exit timing to close her position is represented by the optimal boundary "V" in Figure 2 . However, if the investor's initial position is short, then she will hold the short position until the VIX hits "U " boundary. The investor enters at ν 2 and exits at τ 2 in regime 2 without any adjustments in regime 1. (c) The investor takes a short position at ν 1 in regime 1 but switches to a long position at t 12 (τ 1 , ν 2 ), and then liquilate her position at τ 2 in regime 2. The parameters are the same as those in Figure 2 . To better explain our strategies, here we assume a two-state process and interpret the two regimes as a low-mean regime (regime 1) and a high-mean regime (regime 2). The regime-switching timing t 12 indicates the shift from the low-mean regime to the high-mean regime. As shown in Figure  3a , the investor finishes the long-low-short-high tradings in both regimes. In the low-mean regime, the investor chooses to long a futures position at time ν 1 and then closes the position at τ 1 . When the regime switches at t 12 , the VIX locates in the long region in high-mean regime. The investor should long one position immediately at t 12 (ν 2 ), and liquidate the position later at τ 2 according to the optimal boundaries in regime 2. Figure 3b shows another scenario. It is optimal for the investor to wait before the switch happens, since the VIX stays in the waiting region in regime 1. Then the investor would better to long a futures at ν 2 and short at τ 2 as the previous case. Another example is shown in Figure 3c . The VIX goes up to hit the short boundary "K 1 " at ν 1 in regime 1. The investor chooses to short a position and she speculates that the price will decrease. However, the regime switches at time t 12 (τ 1 , ν 2 ). The investor should immediately close her position and start to long one position according to the optimal boundaries "J 2 " and "V 2 ". The investor might need to face the loss in the position switching process. In other words, there is a positive probability of losses in a finite time period. We see that the regime-switching timing t 12 plays a key role for investor's trading decision.
The introduction of regime switching adds considerable complexity to the optimal trading strategies. The last three examples in Figure 3 are the simplest cases since we assume that the regime switching only happens once at t 12 . Figure 4 and 5 show another approach to understand our models without specifying the regime-switching times. The process used here still has two states. Optimal boundaries separate the space into 5 regions. Table 1 and 2 indicate the exercises in different regimes by given VIX. Figure 4 shows the case of "low-mean regime vs high-mean regime". This regime-switching case captures some sudden changes of market (such as financial crisis in 2008), which might cause extremely high volatility. Once the regime switches, the investor is expected to take the long position aggressively. We can see the long region is as large as "S 1 1 + S 1 2 + S 1 3 " in high-mean regime. It shows that the investor has to adjust her strategies based on the different regimes, even though the VIX still stays in the same region. Figure 5 shows two regimes with relatively closer switching means. The optimal boundaries are higher in regime 2 than in regime 1, which means that the investor intends to enter and exit the market earlier in regime 1. Moreover, in regime 1, the waiting region is "S 1 2 + S 1 3 ", while in regime 2, the waiting region is "S 1 3 + S 1 4 ". "S 1 3 " is the common waiting region in both regimes. It implies that the investor might participate in tradings more frequently by adopting 2-regime model than single regime model. In other words, the presence of regime switching will impact investor's trading strategies.
From the perspective of an investor with no position, she is interested in determining the best time to enter the market. We study the optimal timing premium (see Leung and Ludkovski (2011) , Leung and Liu (2012) , Leung and Ludkovski (2012) ), which plays a vital role in the optimal strategies. This premium expresses the benefit of waiting to enter as compared to initialize the position immediately. Precisely, the premium is defined as L(t, s, i) := P(t, s, i) − max{A(t, s, i), B(t, s, i)}.
(4.1)
As we can see in (4.1), the optimal stopping time for L(t, s, i) maximizes the expected discounted value from establishing the VIX futures position. Figure 6 shows that P dominates A and B. We also note that P = A when the VIX is low and P = B when the VIX is high in each regime. 
Conclusion
We extend the optimal VIX futures trading problems under a regime-switching model. This model allows the investor to capture the structural changes on the market. Numerical method is developed to solve these coupled system of variational inequalities that govern the value functions. Accounting for the timing options as well as the option to choose between a long or short position, we find that it is optimal to delay market entry, as compared to the case of committing to either go long or short a priori. By introduce of regime-switching mechanism, it is noted that investor should modify her trading strategies correspondingly to regime-switching timings. The strategies and numerical method introduced in this paper can also be applied to other derivatives.
